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Gratitude Journal: This Year I Will : a 52-Week Guided Journal to Achieve Your Goals
My Faith Journey offers a full year of spiritual activities, designed to help the reader grow with God week by
week. Ready-to-color line drawings, based on Scripture verses and uplifting messages, are accompanied by
insightful prompts on the meaning of faith, with plenty of room to write and reflect.
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Our Gratitude Journal
Our Gratitude Journal is the perfect journal for couples to share their appreciation, admiration, and love for
each other on a weekly basis. With this gratitude journal for couples, you'll be able to: 1. Journal your weekly
gratitude and reflections for each other at the end of the week. Specifically, you will both be able to write
something you are grateful about each other and then read what your partner wrote too - that means a letter
for you each week of what your partner appreciates about YOU. 2. Strengthen your love and enhance
intimacy in your relationship. 3. Keep track of all the things you are grateful for your partner, so you can start
and end your week with gratitude. This can help you develop a mindset of appreciation for your partner. In
other words, you will become more aware of the good things your partner does and the wonderful things you
love about them. More importantly, Our Gratitude Journal brings couples closer together. It has: --- 52
Weekly entries for journaling. So you can even use it for a whole year, which is a great activity for couples to
do together. --- Gratitude journaling prompts to help you get started. --- Gratitude quotes to inspire you
each week. --- An activity to reflect on your gratitude journaling experience after the 52nd week. Lastly, this
weekly gratitude journal makes a great engagement, relationship anniversary, bridal shower, Christmas,
birthdays, holidays, or wedding gift for your friends and family. Now: Get your copy of this unique gratitude
journal for couples today.

15 Ways to Grow Your Business in Every Economy
Journaling stimulates the mind and increases happiness, helping you to develop a more positive and
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optimistic approach to each day of your life so that you can build stronger more meaningful relationships,
and find joy and peace in the simple things in life. When journaling is used for self- reflection and
improvement, it can help you to explore and understand yourself better, so that you can grow personally and
become the best version of yourself. The first few minutes of each day are vital in setting the tone for the rest
of your day. Therefore, taking this time to write in your journal, to meditate, pray and practice gratitude and
appreciation for life's blessings is extremely important. This journal will help you to do just that. It allows you
to start each by reflecting on the things that you are most grateful for and giving God thanks for these
blessings. You can end your week with a thoughtful prayer to thank God for all the blessings that you have
had throughout the week, or to write prayer requests. This inspirational, easy-to-use journal is ideal for
women, ladies, teen girls of all ages to help you cultivate an attitude of gratitude for of our many blessings.
Size: 7.5" x 9.25" It will make an amazing gift for your wife, girlfriend, daughter, mother, grandmother, sister,
friend, fianc , co-worker, boss. Perfect for Christmas, birthday, easter, wedding anniversary etc. Present for
nurse, teacher; Pastors, youth leaders, church members: For Conservative Christian Believers, Catholics,
Baptists, Jews Celebrate your love for God, Jesus, the Holy Spirit and your Christian faith, by grabbing your
copy of this inspirational prayer Journal, diary, writing notebook and spend some quality time with the Lord!

Share the Joy
Christian Gratitude Journal || The Five Minute Reflection Journal for Kids And Adults| Perfect 2020 Gifts for
your Friends Praise the Lord is a Christian Gratitude Journal that will help you to cultivate an attitude of
gratitude for everyone! It is a self-exploration journal designed to focus on being thankful for what we have,
the big things in life, as well as the simple joys. Each well designed and inspirational weekly spread contains
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space to list out three things you are thankful for, along with weekly scripture from the holy bible and Lined
page to write your thought. If you start each day by writing down three things you are thankful for - a family
member, a friend, starting a good book - you begin each day on the right note. Do it daily and make it a habit
to focus on the blessings you have been given Grab a copy for yourself and a friend and start the journey
together !

Jesus Always (with Bonus Content)
Simple & Creative Notebooks brings you this gratitude notebook journal designed to make you show
yourself thankful for life's big and small blessings. The notebook is a lined journal that lets you write short,
simple notes or thankful lines at the start of each day. Keep it on your work desk, by the bedside drawer,
bedroom dresser table, in your backpack, purse or handbag when on the move, and take peeks all day long
to keep your focus on your goals. Designed in a bullet point style with days and weeks, the notebook is lined
for writing convenience, which gives you the means to express yourself in a positive way that builds hope in
the future. This daily inspirational journal is a must-have for journal fans and enthusiasts looking for a way to
start each day with thanks to God for the beginning of a brand new day. The journal is suitable for men,
women, boys, girls, students, business people, and everyone in need of a boost through their daily lives. It is
also helpful to those suffering from depression as it can help them to set their thoughts and vision on the
positive side of life. This journal notebook promises to help you start each day on a positive note and set the
right mood for the rest of the day. Get a boost of inspiration when you need it - every day. Gift yourself and
loved ones a copy and travel the path of gratitude together. Let's get grateful!!! Specifications: Cover Finish:
Matte Dimensions: 6" x 9" (15.24 x 22.86 cm) Pages: 110 Get yours now.
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A Year of Daily Gratitude
Small changes work. In this practical book, wellness experts Brett Blumenthal and Danielle Tan reveal how to
build a foundation of overall health and happiness in the family. They present one small, achievable change
every week and the accumulation of these lifestyle changes leads to optimal family health and well-being:
deep connections, healthy bodies, emotional balance, intellectual curiosity, and sustained happiness. Backed
by research from leading experts and full of helpful charts and worksheets, 52 Small Changes for the Family
provides a road map to a better life for the whole family.

52 Small Changes for the Family
This is your year. This year you will grow. This year you will set goals―and meet them. This journal will
guide you there.This Year I Will is your personal guided journal to realizing your greatest achievements.
Over the course of 52-weeks, you will zero-in on what is most important to you, set goals, and celebrate
success every step of the way. Keeping your journey on track with week-by-week prompts and questions, this
guided journal makes sure you'll never lose your way to becoming the person you want to be.With this
guided journal, you willGet Started―Identify your core values and set goals to work toward this year.Track
Your Progress―Stay on track and record your accomplishments, challenges, feelings, and thoughts along the
way.Get There, and Keep Growing―Reflect on how far you've come and don't forget to celebrate
yourself!Explore new places. Learn new things. Start an exercise routine. Whatever you set your sights on,
this guided journal will help you manifest your dreams.Interior & paper type: Black & white interiorwith
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white paperBleed Settings: No BleedPaperback cover finish: MatteTrim Size: 6 x 9 inPage Count: 106

52 Weeks of Gratitude
Exercise your happiness daily with a diary for gratitude filled with motivational quotes. In this journal for
gratitude, you have the perfect chance to start appreciating life more through gratitude and happiness. Focus
your attention on the good things in your life and remember the daily moments. All quotes in this journal for
practising gratitude are non-religious so you can make your own life prayers even if you are not a believer!
Attitude change! Mindfulness and positivity for you! Write down all your favourite thoughts, quotes, phrases
and things you are happy for. Positive thinking yields to many benefits. Your mental, physical and spiritual
wellness grows, and you might learn to think differently about life around you. By being little more happier
and staying positive you can even extend your life! A couple of minutes a day helps you to self-explore, but
don't worry if you miss a day or two, all spaces are not predated so you can keep your journal as personal as
you want. Organize the chaos in your mind and be stress-free by concentrating into the happiest things in
your life. Take a time for yourself and acknowledge your dreams.

Gratitude Journal for Women
52 Weeks to Financial Fitness is your personal financial trainer -- a friendly and authoritative expert that will
guide you week by week to manage your finances and make your money grow. In the current frenzied
market it's hard to know whom to turn to for solid advice. Into this void steps the calm presence of Marshall
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Loeb, personal finance pioneer and former editor of two of the most successful magazines in history, Fortune
and Money. Personal finance and investments are a lot like doing exercise. Few of us are happy with our
finances or our physiques. For many people, just getting started on a fitness program is the hardest part. But
once you begin, you marvel at how easy it is and wonder how you ever did without it. Marshall Loeb's
program for financial fitness, like any good exercise program, starts simply and moves gradually to heavier
lifting, boosting your confidence as you move forward. Not only will you learn how to budget your accounts
and get your insurance in order, but you'll also have a strong enough background to choose the investments
that are right for you (stocks, bonds, or mutual funds) and the know-how to pick a financial planner and get
the most out of his or her services. No matter what kind of financial shape you're in, Marshall -- week by
week -- carefully brings you to the next level. 52 Weeks to Financial Fitness tells you everything you need to
know to become financially fit. With its comprehensive coverage and ease of use, the book will serve as your
practical financial guide. Some examples: * Week 2: Ten ways to boost your savings. * Week 7: Design a
realistic family budget with Marshall's three-stage method. * Week 11: Thirteen ways to cut your taxes this
year. * Weeks 18 and 19: Get your debt under control and design a sensible borrowing plan. * Week 22: Start
investing profitably in stocks. * Week 23: Look into investing in bonds. * Week 33: Cut the cost of your car
insurance without cutting your coverage. * Week 46: Calculate and save what you will need to retire
comfortably and without worry.

Even Happier: A Gratitude Journal for Daily Joy and Lasting Fulfillment
Don't just dream about your goals--achieve them. This is your year. This year you will grow. This year you
will set goals--and meet them. This journal will guide you there. This Year I Will is your personal guided
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journal to realizing your greatest achievements. Over the course of 52-weeks, you will zero-in on what is
most important to you, set goals, and celebrate success every step of the way. Keeping your journey on track
with week-by-week prompts and questions, this guided journal makes sure you'll never lose your way to
becoming the person you want to be. With this guided journal, you will Get Started--Identify your core
values and set goals to work toward this year. Track Your Progress--Stay on track and record your
accomplishments, challenges, feelings, and thoughts along the way. Get There, and Keep Growing--Reflect
on how far you've come and don't forget to celebrate yourself! Explore new places. Learn new things. Start an
exercise routine. Whatever you set your sights on, this guided journal will help you manifest your dreams.

Gratitude Journal
Good Days Start With Gratitude is a 52 week guide to cultivate an attitude of gratitude! It is a self exploration
journal designed to focus on being thankful for what we have, the big things in life, as well as the simple joys.
Each well designed weekly spread contains an inspirational quote, space to write 3 things you are thankful for
each day of the week, and a weekly checkpoint. If you start each day by writing down three things you are
thankful for - a good cup of coffee, the smell of rain, starting a good book - you begin each day on the right
note. Do it daily and make it a habit to focus on the blessings you have been given! Grab a copy for a friend
and share the journey together!

Daily Gratitude Journal
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The secret to peace and contentment can be found in developing a habit of gratitude. Thankfulness changes
our perspective and reprograms our mood, fostering a rich happiness whatever the day holds--the kind of
happy that blooms in every season of life's ups and downs. In Growing Grateful, award-winning author and
speaker Mary A. Kassian offers 101 entries on the joy of being grateful even in the hardest times. Each entry
contains a Bible verse, a short meditation on gratitude, and a thoughtful reflection question. Learn how to be:
grateful for God's abiding presence. grateful despite your circumstances. grateful that God wants you to
flourish. Discover that in good times and bad, being a grateful person can lead you to a lasting contentment.

52 Small Changes for the Mind
Do you want to grow your business in every economic environment? Is your business stuck? Would you like
to move forward? Do you want 15 ideas on how to be more profitable? Highly recommended for anyone
who needs to give their business a good boost. Fabulous resource for small business owners who need to
maximize their marketing, sales and training budgets.

Growing Grateful
This is your year. This year you will develop. This year you will set goals―and meet them. This diary will
manage you there. This Year I Will is your own guided diary to understanding your most noteworthy
accomplishments. Through the span of 52-weeks, you will focus in on what is generally imperative to you, set
objectives, and praise achievement at all times. Keeping your adventure on track with week-by-week
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prompts and questions, this guided diary ensures you'll never lose your approach to turning into the
individual you need to be. With this guided diary, you will Get Started―Identify your fundamental beliefs
and set objectives to move in the direction of this current year. Track Your Progress―Stay on track and
record your achievements, difficulties, emotions, and musings en route. Arrive, and Keep Growing―Reflect
on how far you've come and remember to praise yourself! Investigate new places. Adapt new things. Start an
activity schedule. Whatever you put your focus on, this guided diary will assist you with showing your
fantasies

Black Enterprise
3 Minutes Morning Gratitude Journal Daily Journal, Notebook, Diaries, Composition, Notes, Book, to write
down all your favorite thoughts, quotes, phrases, and things you are happy for. Positive thinking yields many
benefits. Your mental, physical, and spiritual wellness grow, and you might learn to think differently about
life around you. By being a little happier and staying positive you can even extend your life! Why 3-Minutes
Morning Gratitude Journal is important? Just 3 minutes a day to practice gratitude and daily intentions and
reflections for a powerful life of mindful thankfulness with gratitude and motivational quotes. it is perfect to
be a great gift for Mom, for Dad, for Kids, for women, for men for friends, for your family member, for teen
girls, for employees, for coworkers and for your lover, Here are 7 proven benefits: 365 days of gratitude
journal will help you cultivate that attitude of gratefulness, making it your habit to focus on the blessings you
have in your life and increase your overall well-being and life satisfaction. Gratitude opens the door to more
relationships Gratitude improves physical health. Gratitude improves psychological health. Gratitude
enhances empathy and reduces aggression. Grateful people sleep better. Gratitude improves self-esteem.
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Gratitude increases mental strength. What you will love about this 3-Minutes Morning Gratitude Journal: A
52-week guide to cultivating an attitude of gratitude. space for sketching, journal, taking notes, or just having
fun and getting creative. The date entry possibility so you will have the flexibility to use it whenever you want.
Excellent quote for every week A 52-week guide to cultivating an attitude of gratitude. Space for sketching,
journal, taking notes, or just having fun and getting creative. The date entry possibility so you will have the
flexibility to use it whenever you want. The way it is structured Clearly and simply to make it easy to use. The
beautiful design. Size 6×9 inches 106 pages

A Year of Mindfulness
The companion to National Geographic{u2019}s top-selling Daily Gratitude, this beautifully designed
journal is the perfect antidote to the common stresses of everyday life. Thoughtful quotations, easy-to-follow
exercises and meditations, and space to record personal reflections offers a personalized path to inner peace.
Filled with inspiring images and organized around monthly themes like growth, faith, and perspective, this
guided journal is as visually palliative as it is emotionally rewarding, and is a constant source of inspiration all
year long.

Gratitude Makes Everything Grow
BLACK ENTERPRISE is the ultimate source for wealth creation for African American professionals,
entrepreneurs and corporate executives. Every month, BLACK ENTERPRISE delivers timely, useful
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information on careers, small business and personal finance.

Starting My Day with Gratitude Journal
Only 10 seconds to 2 minutes effort everyday! Find 3 things for which you are thankful for in your life today.
This Gratitude Journal is a great way to start a new routine in 2020! Every month starts with a new big
gratitude question and 4 questions to set your intention for the month. Each minimalistic designed weekly
spread contains space to write down 3 things for which you are thankful for everyday and a special moment
of the week. This book provides space for 365 days. Practicing gratitude is one of the simplest and most
effective things you can do to transform your life. Research shows that people who regularly take time to
notice things they are grateful for enjoy better sleep, better relationships, greater resolve towards achieving
goals, show more compassion and kindness, and are overall happier. For all those who want to achieve a
maximum result with a small effort. The Gratitude Journal "What I Am Thankful For" is a wonderful gift for
women, men and teens.

Gratitude Makes the Day Absolutely Gorgeous
Simple & Creative Notebooks brings you this gratitude notebook journal designed to make you show
yourself thankful for life's big and small blessings. The notebook is a lined journal that lets you write short,
simple notes or thankful lines at the start of each day. Keep it on your work desk, by the bedside drawer,
bedroom dresser table, in your backpack, purse or handbag when on the move, and take peeks all day long
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to keep your focus on your goals. Designed in a bullet point style with days and weeks, the notebook is lined
for writing convenience, which gives you the means to express yourself in a positive way that builds hope in
the future. This daily inspirational journal is a must-have for journal fans and enthusiasts looking for a way to
start each day with thanks to God for the beginning of a brand new day. The journal is suitable for men,
women, boys, girls, students, business people, and everyone in need of a boost through their daily lives. It is
also helpful to those suffering from depression as it can help them to set their thoughts and vision on the
positive side of life. This journal notebook promises to help you start each day on a positive note and set the
right mood for the rest of the day. Get a boost of inspiration when you need it - every day. Gift yourself and
loved ones a copy and travel the path of gratitude together. Let's get grateful!!! Specifications: Cover Finish:
Matte Dimensions: 6" x 9" (15.24 x 22.86 cm) Pages: 110 Get yours now.

Good Days Start with Gratitude: a 52 Week Guide to Cultivate an Attitude of Gratitude
This is no ordinary gratitude journal. This book will take you on a journey for the next 100 days to retrain
your mindset and be more positive. Revised and updated, this second edition brings you extra pages and
activities to cultivate the feeling of gratitude..just writing a list simply won't do! This book will teach you how
to practice the feeling of gratitude and take that with you throughout the day. Use this book however you
will. Colour in it, draw on it and get creative. The aim is to 'rewire' your brain to adopt a new gratitude
mindset so that it becomes your default way of being. Commit to a daily gratitude practice with this book and
feel good!
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52 Weeks of Gratitude Journal
Gratitude Journal for Kids: My Gratitude Journal A Gratitude Journal is a great way to teach kids how to
appreciate life, family and the world around them. This journal is designed to help kids write down things
they are grateful for and even draw a picture when only words are not enough. The art of gratitude is best
learned early in life. As children document their thoughts, they grow up to realize how fortunate they really
are. This journal was developed to help your child cultivate their writing and narrative skills. During this
process also developing an appreciation of the little things they are blessed with on a day to day basis. Due to
the success of "My Gratitude Journal" we have developed other Journals your child can progress on to. After
finishing the My Gratitude Journal they can progress unto the 30 Days, 52 Weeks and 365 Days journals
respectively as they become more confident in their writing and narrative skills. The other Journals in the
Gratitude Journal series are as follows: - Gratitude Journal for Kids: 30 Days of Gratitude - Gratitude Journal
for Kids: 52 Weeks of Gratitude - Gratitude Journal for Kids: 365 Days of Gratitude - Gratitude Journal for
Moms: A 30 Day Challenge - Gratitude Journal for Dads: A 30 Day Challenge Other best selling Journals
from Mirabell Publishing are as follows: Reading Journal Series - Reading Journal for Kids: A Reading Log
for Kids Aged 0 - 3 Years (and their Book loving Parents) - Reading Journal for Kids: A Reading Log for Kids
Aged 3 - 5 Years (and their Book loving Parents) - Reading Journal for Kids: A Reading Log for Kids Aged 5
- 7 Years (and their Book loving Parents) - Reading Journal for Kids: A Reading Log for Kids Aged 7 - 11
Years (and their Book loving Parents) Travel Journal Series 5 - 9 Years - My Travel Journal: A Journal for 5
Family Vacations - My Travel Journal: A Journal for 10 Family Vacations 10 - 15 Years - My Travel Journal:
A Journal for 5 Family Vacations - My Travel Journal: A Journal for 10 Family Vacations For a list of all our
journals, under Books, please enter "Mirabell Publishing" into the search field on Amazon.
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52 Weeks to Financial Fitness
Edging into forty-something, Karen and Pam found themselves in a state of stuck. They had checked off
many of their major life goals—career, husband, children, friends—but they’d lost momentum. After
griping over drinks one night, they came up with a plan to face their fears, rediscover their interests, try new
things, and renew their relationships. They challenged themselves to try one new thing every week for a
year—from test-driving a Maserati to target practice at a shooting range to ballroom dance lessons—and to
blog about their journeys. They quickly realized it was harder than they ever imagined but came through it
with a sense of clarity and purpose that has them itching to share the possibilities with the millions of middleaged women out there who feel the same way about one or many areas of their lives. Getting "unstuck"
doesn’t have to mean running a marathon, traveling the world, or ending a relationship with your partner.
Through their experiences and a good dose of no-nonsense advice, Karen and Pam show readers how
achieving small goals can give you a renewed sense of accomplishment and how you can keep growing,
learning, and moving forward at any age. Interspersed with personal stories is expert advice from doctors,
psychiatrists, artists, and even a poker diva (who also happens to be a Fortune 500 executive).

3-Minute Morning Gratitude for Happy Life
“In life’s toughest moments joy and heartache fight for our undivided attention. You determine which
one prevails.” Stories are supposed to go a certain way—or so we’re told. You’re supposed to grow up,
get an education, find your dream job, meet the love of your life, get married and start a family, and then live
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happily ever after. So when Brennan and Lesa Brackbill had their first child, they never imagined that they
would soon lose her. In Even So, Joy, author Lesa Brackbill shares the touching and inspiring story of her first
daughter, Victoria, who would sadly be lost to an impossible situation after being diagnosed with Krabbe
leukodystrophy when she was only six months old. Victoria was everything Lesa and her husband, Brennan,
had hoped for, but faced with her terminal disease, their world was turned upside down. Though their story
could have been filled with sorrow and despair, God was there to fill the story instead with gratitude and joy.
The Lord has a purpose for everything, and even though that purpose is not always fully revealed, we can
learn to walk daily in the hope that God is going to redeem our sorrows. Lesa and Brennan won’t be the last
couple to lose a child to an impossible situation, but through Tori’s life—and with God’s faithfulness and
help—it will be a story that can encourage us to remember that God is good, God is sovereign, and God is
faithful. Always.

Gratitude Journal
114 Page Journal with Page prompts. This is a great gift item for a person who desires to grow strong in
character. Leave a legacy intentionally by being an example to others. Use this journal to capture all of the
moving - proud or funny moments throughout your year while they are still fresh in your mind. 6 x 9" inches
Softcover Journal Book, 114 Inside Pages Page prompts with lines on both pages So cute and small it can
easily fit in your purse or backpack Lined paper is acid-free, it's perfect for writing with pen - pencil - or any
writing utensil of your choice Start your day with coffee and reflecting on gratitude - start on the right note.
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Have The Best Year of Your Life
★ A Gratitude Journal for Discovering God's Goodness in Your Life! ★ God is Good All the Time is a 52
week gratitude journal to strengthen your gratitude muscles in every season of your life. By choosing to look
through the eyes of gratitude, you can: Relieve stress Become happier & more present with the Lord
Experience more of God's love Go deeper in your prayer life Grow in your faith Strengthen your
perseverance See more through the eyes of faith All it takes is a deep breath, a couple of minutes a day & this
beautiful journal! Inside this journal, you'll discover: Inspiring bible verses on being thankful Sweet and
simple layouts to jot down moments of gratitude & prayer Deeper, reflective prompts every 4 weeks
Motivation to concentrate on the goodness all around you So go ahead! Take charge of your faith and grab
this journal! (pssst: also makes the perfect gift for your friends & loved ones too!)

52 Lists for Happiness
The 52 Weeks
Learn to be Happier. Week by Week. In this week-by-week guided journal, Tal Ben-Shahar offers a full
year's worth of exercises to inspire happiness every day. Using the groundbreaking principles of positive
psychology that he taught in his wildly popular course at Harvard University and that inspired his worldwide
bestseller Happier, Ben-Shahar has designed a series of tools and techniques to enable us all to find more
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pleasure and meaning in our lives. 52 weeks of new exercises, meditations, and “time-ins” A journal to
record your thoughts, feelings, and personal growth Life-changing insights of philosophers, psychologists,
artists, writers, scientists, and successful entrepreneurs This is no ordinary self-help book that you read and
toss aside. It's a complete, user-driven journal filled with proactive challenges, thoughtprovoking questions,
and “time-ins” that allow you to pause and reflect. You can engage in these activities every day to stimulate
your creativity, enhance your sense of empowerment, enrich the quality of your life, and, yes, feel Even
Happier.

Gratitude Journal for Kids
The Jesus Always Discussion Guide is a 52-week discussion guide that showcases one passage of Jesus Always
within every seven-day period and provides discussion questions for that devotion. This guide is filled with
questions that will inspire you to apply the truths of Jesus Always to daily life. Anchored by related Scripture,
each weekly devotion covers a wealth of subjects that speak to the needs of all Christians searching for joy in
His Presence. Use the questions for your own personal reflection, or utilize them in a group setting for
Sunday school, home study groups, small group ministries, and more.

Secrets on Accelerating Your Growth
This is a 365 Day Gratitude Journal that helps your child to write down what they are grateful for every day. A
Gratitude Journal is a great way to teach kids how to appreciate life, family and the world around them. This
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journal is designed to help kids write down things they are grateful for and even draw a picture when only
words are not enough. The art of gratitude is best learned early in life. As children document their thoughts,
they grow up to realize how fortunate they really are. This journal was developed to help your child cultivate
their writing and narrative skills. During this process also developing an appreciation of the little things they
are blessed with on a day to day basis. The other Journals in the Gratitude Journal series are as follows : Gratitude Journal for Kids: My Gratitude Journal - Gratitude Journal for Kids: 30 Days of Gratitude Gratitude Journal for Kids: 52 Weeks of Gratitude - Gratitude Journal for Moms: A 30 Day Challenge Gratitude Journal for Dads: A 30 Day Challenge For a list of all our journals, under Books, please enter
"Mirabell Publishing" into the search field on Amazon.

Begin with Gratitude
★ A Gratitude Journal for Discovering the Gorgeous in Your Life! ★ Gratitude Makes Days Absolutely
Gorgeous is a 52 week gratitude journal to strengthen your gratitude muscle in every season of your life. By
choosing to look through the eyes of gratitude, you can: Relieve stress Become happier & more mindful
Improve self-esteem, self-love, & self-confidence Go deeper in your relationships Grow to be a better person
Strengthen your perseverance Experience greater and greater abundance All it takes is a deep breath, a couple
of minutes a day & this beautiful journal! Inside this journal, you'll find: Inspiring quotes on being thankful
Sweet and simple layouts to jot down moments of gratitude Deeper, reflective prompts every 4 weeks
Motivation to concentrate on the goodness all around you So go ahead! Take charge of your happiness and
grab this journal! (pssst: makes the perfect gift for your friends & loved ones too!)
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Gratitude Journal for Kids
Are you ready for a life worth living? A life with more joy, discovery and purpose ? the best year of your life?
Then let Have the Best Year of Your Life be your companion on a 12 month journey to identify and break
free from what?s holding you back, teach you tools for a richer, more fulfilling life, and gently move you in
the direction of your dreams. You?ll find a short activity for each day of the year: a treasure store of exercises,
ideas, challenges and fun that will ensure your life no longer looks or feels the same by the end. Our best
chance of making real and lasting change comes not from quick fixes but from taking regular small steps.
Whether you?re feeling stuck, living on automatic, or are simply determined that this year won?t be the same
old, same old, Have the Best Year of Your Life will guide, energise and inspire, and show you how to start
living the breadth of your life as well as its length.

Gratitude Journal
"A follow-up to her runaway hit The 52 Lists Project, social media maven Moorea Seal's 52 Lists for
Happiness will inspire existing fans and new journal readers to cultivate their own uniquely happy and
fulfilling lives through the power of lists! a Drawing on happiness research and her own personal philosophy,
Moorea Seal creates an inspiring tool for list lovers everywhere to discover the keys to their own unique
happiness and bring more joy and balance into their lives. This beautiful, undated hardcover journal with 52
listing prompts encourages readers to reflect, acknowledge, and invest in themselves, and ultimately
transform their lives by figuring out exactly what makes them happy. Like Seal's The 52 Lists Project, this
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keepsake journal comes in a luxurious package full of lush photography, charming illustrations, copper foil,
and a velvet ribbon."

Awaken My Heart
This is a complete, year-long programming guide that shows librarians how to integrate nonfiction and
poetry into storytime for preschool children in order to build literacy skills and overall knowledge. Helps
librarians meet children's interests in "real stuff" and reach more children—especially boys—in storytime
Provides new and effective ways to build early literacy skills using a unique blend of the "literary" and the
"real" Supports national and state standards that emphasize the use of more nonfiction and informational
text Enables librarians to make better use of their existing collections

Gratitude Journal
Do you feel as if you are running on empty? Have you fallen asleep to the glory of God and his love being
revealed to you each day? Bestselling and award-winning author and popular YouTuber Emily Wilson
Hussem has been there too. She invites you on a year-long transformational journey of practicing gratitude,
becoming more closely aware of God’s presence in your every day and serving others in his name. These
fifty-two reflections will help you cultivate a deeper prayer life, find freedom from the frenzy of tasks and the
noise of the culture, and discover the lasting joy that can only blossom in a heart awakened to the beauty of
God’s quiet, loving presence. Awaken My Heart is an invitation to become aware of the presence of God in
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your life. Emily Wilson Hussem provides a roadmap for replacing busyness and distraction with intentional
moments of noticing God’s abiding love and practicing gratitude for his many gifts—big and little blessings
such as a visit from a friend, a call from your sister, the laughter of your children, a setting sun, or crumbs on
the floor. These fleeting moments and everyday happenings can seem insignificant, but when you behold
them with intention and thank God for making them possible, you’ll find yourself in regular conversation
with Jesus, the lifeblood of your deep connection with God. This fifty-two-week devotional blends spiritual
insights, authentic vulnerability, and wise guidance for women of every age who want to have a heart fully
awakened to God’s presence and the beautiful bouquet of blessings he’s put in your life. The reflection
for each week includes a specific focus for the upcoming seven days. With stories, challenges, and insights
into scripture, each reflection is designed to draw you deeper into awareness of Christ’s love and the love
he is calling you to share with the world. Wilson Hussem also offers practical ways to choose to love—visiting
the elderly, calling your mom, or pausing to pray for a special intention—that are simple enough for even the
busiest lifestyle. How and when you use the devotional is completely flexible: You can start on any day of the
week and return to it as often as you need to. Each week’s focus is designed to draw you deeper into the
heart of God by learning to love Jesus, others, and yourself more fully.

Get Real with Storytime: 52 Weeks of Early Literacy Programming with Nonfiction and
Poetry
Some moments indelibly mark our lives. These are the moments when we know the trajectory of our
existence has changed. We find ourselves confronting new territory and desperately trying to find our new
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normal. Often times, this new normal manifests through tragedy or illness. Have you ever been in a space
where you knew your life would never be the same? Have you ever asked, "why me?" only to have God
answer, "Because your pain isn't for you, it's for the benefit of others!" Have you ever made one decision that
puts you smack in the middle of your purpose without even trying?Kimberly Joy Morgan was told at age 30
that she would need to take medication for the rest of her life. An antibiotic was given in response to what her
doctor thought was a sinus infection. This is what altered her life forever. The antibiotic destroyed her
digestive system and left her reeling in physical, mental, and emotional pain. She often tried to hide this pain
and embarrassment from family and friends because she didn't want to appear broken. Determined to
change the course of her health naturally, Kimberly set out on a 10-year mission to discover the root cause of
her health issues and generate solutions. She was determined to regain her quality of life and heal her daily
pessimism because there was entirely too much to live for. Share the Joy: 52 Weeks to Abundant Health takes
you on a personal journey of restoration and growth while witnessing how Yahweh restored Kimberly

Start Each Day with a Grateful Heart
This journal for gratitude is a 52 Weeks, Just one minute in a day. But a powerful method to improve your
happiness on a daily. Perfect chance to begin to write down all your phrases through gratitude and happiness,
motivational quotes in your life. Positive thinking yields many benefits. Your mental, physical, and spiritual
wellness grow. One minute a day help you to self-investigate but don't worry if you miss a day or two, You
can keep your journal as personal as you want.
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Christian Gratitude Journal: God Is Good All the Time
Ready to accelerate your business? Learn the skills of modern-day marketing, setting up efficient systems,
navigating new technology in this easy to follow, action-oriented guide to growing your small business.

My Faith Journey
Small changes work. In this practical ebook, wellness expert Brett Blumenthal reveals how to hone in on the
mind as the foundation of overall health and well-being. She presents one small, achievable change every
week—from developing music appreciation to eating brain-boosting foods, practicing mono-tasking,
incorporating play, and more. The accumulation of these lifestyle changes ultimately leads to improved
memory, less stress, increased productivity, and sustained happiness. Backed by research from leading
experts and full of helpful charts and worksheets, 52 Small Changes for the Mind provides a road map to a
better life—and proves that the journey can be as rewarding as the destination.

Even So, Joy
Infuse spirituality and thankfulness into your daily life with this beautiful gratitude journal that offers a simple
way to lower stress and improve happiness. Scripture says, "In every thing give thanks: for this is the will of
God in Christ Jesus concerning you." But we could all use a little help actually making room for gratitude
among our everyday busyness and concerns. 52 Weeks of Gratitude offers you a space to record and reflect
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on your blessings each week as you focus through the year on four major themes: Home, Community, Faith,
and Beauty. With its lovely full-color photographs and illustrations, this textured hardcover book is a perfect
keepsake. The weekly format offers just the right amount of encouragement to inspire, motivate, and create a
grateful heart in all who write in its pages.

This Year I Will
Learning to practice and live in gratitude can bring you bounds of abundance in all areas of your life. The
more you exercise your gratitude muscle the more natural it will become to just BE in gratitude in each
moment of your life. Practice more gratitude and you will continue to have more things to be grateful for! 52
weeks of gratitude is a unique gratitude journal to use for a full year. Each week there is a story of gratitude to
help inspire you to have gratitude all around you. Following the story is a coloring page to help get you in a
meditative state that will assist you in getting out of your head and into gratitude. Then, you will be able to use
the following pages to journal about what you have been grateful for during the week.
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